DIALOGUES WITH THE COSMOS Part 5
20.-22.07.2018
North Italy/Switzerland
Dear All,
the new Dialogues with the Cosmos Part 5 is up and coming!
It will take take place in the mountains of Baceno VB/ North Italy & border Switzerland this
year.
The Dialogues starts on Friday, 20th of July at 15.00 and will end Sunday evening 22nd of
July app. 22.00.
Each day, Ananda will first give his briefings in his well-known lecture style to the Dialogues
group. This will start on Friday at 15.00, Saturday and Sunday at app. 15.00 in the afternoon
and will end after dinner in the evenings.
The group will have dinner together in one of the restaurants nearby the lecture place
(depending on the group size).
After the dinner & the last briefings, the group will gather & drive to the mountain sites to go
out in the field, which will take until early morning hours (normally until 4.00-5.00 a.m.).
Then the group will return & meet again around 15.00 in the afternoon.
The participants are free to have breakfast/lunch/explore the area or sleep until the group
gathers again at 15.00 on Saturday & on Sunday.
Ananda will go with the group into the Italian-Swiss mountain area. This time, we will also
have new measuring equipment with us and we would advise you to bring some walking
shoes (see list below).
The walks will take app. 5 minutes from the parking space and are easy walks to the field
spots.
Please let us know if you come by car as we have to gather all cars to drive the participants
to the mountain sites.
Venue: Baceno (VB) School
Accommodation: We advise all participants to book in one of the nearer B&Bs or taking an
apartment together (or of course a hotel room), as this gives the group

the best flexibility and independence.
This can be in Baceno, Premia, Piedilago, Varzo, Mozzio or Domodossola.
Registration & Info at:
Simone: aumegamusic432@gmail.com (in English or Deutsch)
&
Khudai Daniela Enrico: casakhuan@gmail.com (Italian or English)
Tel.: +39-340-9753145
Where to fly to: Lugano Airport to Baceno 53 km
Milan-Malpensa Airport to Baceno 76 km
Bern-Belp Airport to Baceno 96 km
Nearest Train Stations: Preglia, Varzo, Domodossola
Timetable for Busses:
Overview:
http://www.comazzibus.com/eng/linee_orari.php
From Domodossola to Baceno & back:
http://www.comazzibus.com/eng/orario.php?p=26
From Domodossola to Malpensa & back:
http://www.comazzibus.com/eng/orario.php?p=38
Price of Workshop: 200,00 € per person
(Workshop price is 200 € of which 50 € is registration fee.
The balance of 150 € should be paid at the beginning of the workshop)
The workshop will be held in English with Italian translation by Khudai.

What to bring to the Dialogues with the
Cosmos 2018:
- All participants must have extensive notepads
and good writing pens, for instant writing
signatures, for things like ET-RV.
- Good mountain/walking shoes!
- A Thermal cover, to keep one warm in cold
temperatures.
-A blanket, or thermal blanket and cushion, or
portable chair, light enough for the mountain
and field walks in the wilderness.
- An open heart and mind, ready for adventure and fundamental fun :-)!

Critical analysis comes after the Field Work.
- Gloves for the night,
- Mosquito repellent (preferably one that will not poison you & others)
- Thermos flask with coffee, tea, mate tea, or hot chocolate

- Guarana (preferably bio). The field work is in the night, so Guarana will help you to be

-

awake and be in a clear biofeedback state [note this is NOT mandatory, and special diets,
caffein free, or health advised against caffein should not take this item.
Take gingko biloba instead, grown in Europe, not from China, these contain heavy metals].
It also makes your blood alkaline, so mosquitoes don't find you so attractive (like Bvitamins), and it contains malic acid/malin saure, which is one of the only elements to
remove aluminium out of the brain. Its effect is like a combo of chocolate and coffee.
Gingko biloba is a useful “smart nutrient”. Smarts like amino acid DMAE with amino acid
tyrosine can be useful here too.
If you have more of any of the above items, bring them along, some future
AUMbassadors who do not have them, could use them in the field work to assist the
group into closer interactions.

If you have, please bring the following with you:
- Bring a quality digital recording device, or tape recorder, for your voice, sounds,
-

-

-

-

-

instructions, and other recordings (one that produces as little operating noise, and as little
luminosity, as possible). iPad/iPhone/iPod Touch has an audio recorder
It is advised to also bring binoculars if you have them (night vision is even better),
Laser pointers if you have them, the stronger the better (although focus on ETI-ESP is
superior to the external laser for the subjective, often giving the individual profound
experience, realisation and ecstasis, due to this direct interactive response through the ETIESP “Pulse Bio-Laser” — the physical laser gives the objective for the camera, and others.
You will be asked to use restraint and NEVER point on any known aviation object.)
Polaroid cameras, if you have them, MAY at times pick up phenomenon,
Night Vision hand held telescopes, when you have them, or night vision binoculars, when
you have them. Or Santilli-Telescopes
Night vision cameras when you have them.
Night vision photo cameras, or photo cameras that can be set to quality night vision mode
A compass.
A good torch light.
Highly portable frequency analysing equipment (that creates as little disturbance as
possible). There are also some basic ones available for the ipad/i… etc., on the Apple Apps
store

This is just the beginning. And there are 33 years of experience to pass on, for this
“Awakening Dream” NU Cycle, for an Awakening Mankind.
What is taught is to be practiced in private as well. Practice makes perfect!
The goal is not to sight a UFO or “unknown phenomenon”, it is to make a coherent Bridge
and act as Golden Via Mediators on behalf of Mankind, in the local area, country,
continent, and planet.
Enabling the opening of Spaces and Times for more direct interactions and interfacing.
And then to continue doing this in Team Work, in cooperation with the inter- national
AUMbassador to the AUMNiverse Task Force Units. Which are occurring and will continue
to occur regardless of the success, or lack thereof, by anyone particular unit or Stargazer
group.
The implications are immense, and the outcome inevitable, regardless of the time it takes.
This is cascading into co-operated efforts with other Star Gazer groups of mutual coherent
intent and the Kindred Spirit of co-operation in Dialogues with the Cosmos.

This is just the beginning of a new cycle that will see the awakening of humanity , where
participants will be enabled to become themselves AUMbassadors of the AUMniverse.
(For more general information on Dialogues with the Cosmos please see:
http://www.anandabosman.com/Dialogue_with_the_Cosmos.html
& about the aim see: http://anandabosman.com/DialogueWithTheCosmos(AIM).pdf )
See you all very soon in July and a hearty welcome to this journey into the Omni-Worlds!
Please feel free to share & circle this send-out among your greater families, friends and
kindred spirits.
In golden Via Media
Ananda
—————————————————About Ananda——————-——————————
Ananda is a visionary, cosmologist, international researcher and as
musician the founder of the 432Hz popular & electronic music
movement.
Since 1990, Ananda presents the latest cutting edge information,
research & subjects on the foundation of his open, undogmatic
spirituality in an utterly unique way to his audience.
Since a NDE: Near Death Experience 32 years ago, Ananda has
been in contact with golden Light Beings called Emmanuel.
Already as a teenager they imparted thousands of pages of living
information to him.
As a result Ananda became a detailed & skilled researcher &
developed a Unique Cosmology based upon the Emmanuel stream as well as his
Ultraterrestrial & ExtraTemporal Intelligences (ETI) contacts, for which he has over 150
witnesses.
This is a unique non dogmatic open-ended ‘spirituality’ with an Integral Logistics, based
upon the foundation of the most archaic concept of the Anthropos and modern Anthropic
Principle, upon an existential Ontology and Eschatology —
of ‘All-Oneness’ (Indivisible Eternity~Infinity/0~∞)
His wide array of subjects presented in his seminars include, among others:
Sacred Pythagorean & proto-Vedic Geometry • Egyptology • Neuro-Pharmacology
(including the pineal gland, the infamous third eye) • the Rg Veda • True INTER-Dimensional
Geometry, pioneered in his vivid visual computer animations • UFOs as Unified Field
Objects • the Mysteries of the Hermetic, Gnostic, Merkavah & Kabala.
• Pioneer of the Dark Room Technology in the Western World
• Development out of his two experiences of being translated in a super-physical state by the
Emmanuel of the "Vortexijah Light Body-Starship Field Propulsion"- protocols & precepts.
One of the most advanced systems for Shamanic Yoga, or neuro-cybernetic unification of all
opposites and re- realisation, available to the open public at present.
www.anandabosman.com

www.432hertz.com

www.432hz.com

www.aton432hz.info

